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The Stone Age started approximately 2.6 
Million years ago.The Stone Age was in 
prehistoric times, which means before 
history was recorded. Archaeologists use 
ancient artefacts to figure out more about 
the Stone Age.The Stone Age was three 
massive chunks of time and they were 
called the Peleolithic,Mesolithic and the 
Neolithic.The Stone Age happened in well... 
the whole world I think!
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1.What did they eat?
2.Where did they live 

over the years?
3.What jobs did they 

have around camp?

Wow this is very 
impressive(By 
me of course)! 

4.Glossary Stone Age spear.

What did they 
eat?

In the Palaeolithic era they hunted down(tracked)animals in the woods like 
Deer,Wooly Mammoths,Giant bison and Sabre Tooth Tigers. Also Stone Age people 

went down to river to fish  for fish with spears. Also,the Women picked nuts and 
berries. That explains why they were called Hunter-gatherers!I actually don’t know 
what they ate in the Mesolithic so let’s skip to the Neolithic.So in the Neolithic they 

actually developed farming so they didn’t , one have to hunt,two,they also stopped 
risking their lives and three,not having to move houses. 

Oooooooooh! 
First paragraph! 



Where did they live?

In the Palaeolithic era,they lived in Caves.That also explains 
why they were called cave-people! I lived in caves because 
they tracked down animals so they could not stay in one 
cave(one cave was not there permanent home).In the 
Mesolithic,Stone Age people lived in tapees which was an 
upgrade from caves because it was kinda hut-like! I don’t 
really have much to say about the Mesolithic so  Ima skip 
to Neolithic. So in the Neolithic era Stone Age people lived 
in very hut-like houses! Also,they were made out of wattle 
and daub(animal dung,water,hay and mud). They hade farms 
as well so it was a great match!

Ooooooooh
...... 

Palaeolithic 
cave.

Mesolithic tapee.

Neolithic house.
Quiz.

1.What order did 
they live?

a)Mesolithic,Palaeolithic,Neolithi
c? 
b)Palaeolithic,Mesolithic,Neolithi
c?
c)Neolithic,Mesolithic,Palaeolithi
c?
Use the pen to circle 
the answer.

2.What were they called in 
the Palaeolithic era?

a)Hunter-Gatherers?

b)Farmers?

c)Workmen?

Use the pen to circle 
the answer.
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